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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright dear ones. We are going to begin with a violet flame because we are looking at a time
period during this week of very rapid transformation, and as we get to a point, about 2 to 3 weeks
away, let me look, consult, I will look a little bit at the calendar here. Actually, October 18 is a
very, very big turning point. That particular New Moon is very strong.
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So between our Harvest Moon coming up on October 3 and then the New Moon on October 18, we
have a lot of very rapid change.
I would say the best thing to do with that is, let go. Just keep letting go. Don’t try to hold onto
things. Go ahead and let them slip through your fingers if they are meant to be sweeping away
from your life, and then you will find that there is one thing that comes into primary focus for you.
It might your career. It might a relationship. It might be your health. It could be any number of
things. But there will be one thing that you do hold on to and make dramatic improvement upon.
So, rapid transformation. The secret is letting go during that time period especially, getting ready
for a turning point on the New Moon on October 18 and until then, identify that one thing that is
your primary focus that you should hold dearly and cherish and don’t let anything get in the way of
that.
Alright dear ones. Thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
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